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Abstract

This article proposes a generic presentation system for hypermedia systems of adaptive teaching that is highly independent from the representation of domain knowledge and the application state maintenance. Generality is achieved by providing an application framework for the definition of ontologies that best fit a domain or a specific author. The presentation of the pages to be generated is described in terms of classes and relationships of the ontology. For this purpose, a web page ranking algorithm based on automatic learning is used, specifically, the algorithm for Advanced Cluster Vector Page Ranking (ACVPR). This algorithm provides the user a powerful meta-search tool that presents a ranking order of the web page to quickly meet custom needs, especially when the search is erroneous or incomplete.
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1. Introduction

The fast development of web-based training systems is allowing the increase of the student’s autonomy, while educational applications are reaching a more diverse and heterogeneous audience. This scenario raises a renewed interest in the development of hypermedia systems that permit the automatic adaptation to different types of users, platforms and situations, which considers the evolution of each user over time (Alam, M. and Sadaf, K., 2015)[1]. A
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priority concern, explicitly or implicitly present in this research framed in the field of adaptive teaching is to find an adequate representation of the pedagogical knowledge (Chen, C. and Zhang, C., 2014)[2]. Each tutoring system building tool establishes its own way of structuring the domain, so that the designer describes the subject in terms established by the tool, which takes charge of the selection, presentation, dynamic sequencing of the teaching material, as well as the interaction with the user. In the existing tools, the hypermedia documents are generated according to pre-set page designs that the authors of the course can not configure (Zhu, H., et al., 2017)[3], for example, or they are required to provide a description of all the pages to be generated as in (Ferretti, S. et al., 2016)[4].

The purpose of this work is to create a generic hypermedia presentation system that provides the course authors a simple specification paradigm to define non-trivial elements of page design and an adaptive presentation, independent from the contents (Malhotra, D. and Rishi, O., 2018)[5], (Malthankar, S. and Kolte, S., 2016)[6], (Zhang, G. et al., 2012)[7].

The automatic learning model based on logistic regression can be developed using the Statistics R tool to predetermine the suitability of a web page to meet the user's custom search needs (Xiang, B. et al., 2010)[8]. The learning model will determine the most appropriate page ranking order for a specific web user in relation to several parameters, such as the page load speed, response time, page navigation security, and custom relevance. The scientific evaluation related to the calculation of the matrix of confusion, specificity, sensitivity, etc. easily checks the model fit to the proposed system.

This research pretends to merge automatic learning with big data analysis for the implementation of the search algorithm and the proposed custom page ranking, that is, the ACVPR algorithm in the form of an intelligent metasearch system tool to help the end user list the web with the most relevant knowledge and the custom knowledge representation.

With respect to the use of explicit presentation models for the dynamic generation of web documents, (Malhotra, D. and Rishi, O., 2016)[9] proposes a system based on adaptive models of page design to allow the HTML dynamic display of the information stored in databases. The most significant restriction of this system in relation to the objectives proposed in this work lies in its limited expressive capacity for the representation of knowledge, which in the mentioned system is limited to a relational data model.

2. System Design

The system design for the proposed metasearch tool has three sub-phases. The detailed description of each phase and a simplified block diagram are shown in Fig 1.

Fig. 1. System design of proposed IMSS-P tool and ACVPR (Malhotra, D. and Rishi, O., 2017)[10]

The recommendation engine module can be used to build a user's profile using web technology semantics. The expanded custom query is also passed to the number of search engines in the background of the metasearch tool. To predict a user's preference for a specific web page, an automatic learning model based on logistic regression was developed. The response variable to be predicted is the feedback with respect to the relevance of the ranked web link in the output of the metasearch tool. The data must be in .csv format as required by the Statistics R tool. The .csv format file will consist of the data about the following five variables (Malhotra, D et al., 2017)[11]:
• Comments represent the user relevance response for the previous web link in his browsing history and can take either of two values, Yes or No.

• The load represents the load experience of the user's web page and can take one of the two values, Good or Bad.

• The response represents the user's response time experience and can take one of two values, Good or Bad.

• Security represents the security protocol function provided by the candidate website and can take either of two values, Yes or No.

• Custom represents the use of the function, that is, the custom expansion of the function.

The summary of the generated model is shown in Fig 2.

![Fig. 2. Generalized linear model generation for IMSS-P](image)

3. Discussion and Results

The proposed research aims to design the ACVPR algorithm and its implementation in the form of IMSS-P tool to determine the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed approach. The ACVPR algorithm and IMSS-P tool are discussed below.

The IMSS-P tool is deployed on the Google cloud platform and is coded using Python programming and Statistics R tool to verify the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed ACVPR algorithm. The IMSS-P is an advanced version of IMSS-AE tool proposed by Malhotra, D. and Rishi, O (2018)[5], in the sense that IMSS-P employs machine learning logistic regression to predict web user's personalized preferences and hence improves the search precision. The IMSS-P is compatible with mobile phone interface and supports biometric sign in, i.e. fingerprint scanner. Moreover, IMSS-P is a generic metasearch tool and is not limited to e-Commerce search queries like IMSS-AE. The IMSS-P also provides advanced information on its interface such as the search engine information from which a specific URL is fetched, and search accuracy statistics (Zhou, D. et al., 2018)[12]. The IMSS-P supports two
search modes (i) intelligent metasearch and (ii) advanced metasearch. The advanced mode is for technical users and lets them select various tabs as shown on the interface of the tool (Liu, Y. et al., 2017)[13]. These tabs include options to choose background search engines to be used by meta search tools, i.e. a user is free to select one or three search engines out of Google, Bing, and Kartoo. Furthermore, the user has options to select search predictors to determine the ranking order in advanced mode, i.e. website response time, webpage loading speed and browsing security. The user can choose any of these parameters to figure out the custom page ranking order in the output of the search tool (Yang, Y. et al, 2012)[14], (Torres-Samuel M. et al; 2018)[15].

3.1 Knowledge representation templates

The templates are defined by an HTML extension based on JavaServer Pages (JSP) (Ahmad, M. et al., 2017)[16] (Kamatkar S. et al; 2018)[17], which allows interleaving control statements (between <% and %>) and Java expressions (between <%= and %> ) in the HTML code. In these templates, the designer can use all the elements of presentation of the HTML language (lists, tables, frames, links, forms, etc.) like entering, using very simple Java expressions, and the domain elements to be presented. For example, a simple template for the Algorithm class could be the following:

```
<h2> <%= title %> </h2>
<h3> Previous concepts </h3>
<%= prerequisites %>
<h3> Procedure </h3>
<%= procedure %>
<h3> Examples </h3>
<%= examples %>
<h3> Proof of Correction </h3>
<%= correction %>
```

In these templates, the author of the presentation just must reference attributes and relationships of the presented class (in the example, in bold) (Bouadjenek, M. et al., 2016)[18]. The presentation system internally deals with aspects such as automatic list management (multi-valued relationships, i.e. algorithm examples), or the recursive application of templates to objects referenced according to their class (i.e. the algorithm's correction theorems). The HTML elements that surround the presentation of the algorithm (frame structure with a contextual index on the left and Previous/Next buttons at the bottom) correspond to the template for the DomainObject root class. For example, the resulting page for the Dijkstra algorithm with this presentation template can be seen in Fig 3.

While the construction of templates is within reach from any familiar web designer with HTML and JSP technologies, the definition of ontologies is a delicate task that requires participation of an advanced designer, trained in the use of the tool (Aoki, Y. et al., 2015)[19], (Sanchez L. et al; 2018)[20]. Once defined the ontology and the associated presentation models, the construction of the domain model is affordable for the average author (Adamopoulos, P., 2014)[21], (Viloria A. et al; 2018)[22]. The introduction of modifications on the templates and rules of presentation can be an easy step for this class of author towards a more advanced level of use.
4. Conclusions

This research paper proposes the ACVPR algorithm and the architecture of a metasearch system. This search tool is backed by intelligent and advanced technologies such as the semantic web and big data analysis based on Hadoop2 to predict meta keywords to expand the user's search query and to manage a massive number of web links returned by engines of background search.

The proposed knowledge representation system allows to reproduce the domain models used in a wide range of hypermedia systems. The dynamic generation of the independent presentation update of the application's status makes the tool compatible with other support applications for adaptive courses. The approach allows the specification of the presentation separate from the construction of contents, favoring the reuse and consistency of the presentation, thus reducing the cost of development.
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